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The generation that ends Domestic Violence:
It's everyone’s responsibility.

What role do we all play in creating safer communities, schools, work and home environments?


	 27th – 29th November, 2023
	 Hotel Grand Chancellor Hobart, Tasmania
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United, we will tirelessly work to end domestic violence in a generation.

Reflect on current obstacles, brainstorm innovations and seek opportunities for change within the family, domestic and sexual violence sector.

Join some of the most influential and dedicated sector professionals to work collaboratively through the most pressing issues and pave a new path for the future.

Walk away from the conference with a once in a year learning experience, more connection to the goals of the sector, and your role within it, your peers and your community.

The presenters, the topics, the workshops, the social functions and opportunities for collaborations are all incredibly valuable and will provide you with the ideas, insight, knowledge and chances you need to create the change you want to see.


















  
    
      		
    

  



























  
  
    
      
        
          
            Greatest Risk 

            Intimate partner violence is the GREATEST HEALTH RISK FACTOR (greater than smoking, alcohol & obesity) for women aged 25–44.

          

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        
          
            10 Every Day

            Almost 10 women a day are hospitalised for assault injuries perpetrated by a spouse or domestic partner.

          

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        
          
            54%

             In a recent report on male-perpetrated intimate partner homicide, 54 per cent of offenders reported a history of trauma.

          

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        
          
            2.2 Million

            An estimated 2.2 million Australians (12% of the population) reported experiences of sexual violence (threat and/or assault) since the age of 15.

          

        

      

    

  

  
















Statistics: 1: Ayre et al, 2016. 2: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW). 20193: Boxall et al., 2022. 4: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.
























Join us at the STOP Domestic Violence Conference and explore the current issues facing the sector and brainstorm new initiatives so we can make our communities safer and work toward the goal of eradicating domestic, family and sexual violence in a generation.
























How can we provide universal education, public messaging around the supports available and steps to take when a community member experiences domestic abuse, family or sexual violence or coercive control?

What are the steps necessary in developing professional and cultural competency for all mental and allied health workers to provide the necessary support to victims in times of need?

Where are the resources available to the community which make up the ongoing response to family and domestic violence?

Together we will review the plans around prevention, intervention, response and recovery of family, domestic and sexual violence sector to create a brighter, safer future.


















    






  





























  
    
    Why the STOP Domestic Violence Conference is the conference to attend?

    
    
    
  

  



























		The largest attended family, domestic and sexual violence sector conference in Australia and New Zealand with over 400 professionals attending each year.
		Now in its 9th year, it is also the longest running conference dedicated to ending Domestic Violence in the Asia-Pacific region.
		91% of delegates said they would return to the conference.
		The most diverse and inclusive conference on family, domestic and sexual violence in Australia and New Zealand with dedicated streams on topics like Indigenous family violence, violence against elders, abuse within under-represented communities and Domestic abuse and family violence in the workplace.
		The most comprehensive line-up of expert presenters.
		Over 10 hours of CPD hours available upon attendance in person at the conference.
		Trusted and supported by over 3000 passionate leaders from the family, domestic and sexual violence sector.





























  
    
    What will I learn at the STOP Domestic Violence Conference?

    
    
    
  

  


























In 2023, our conference theme:
The generation that ends Domestic Violence: It's everyone’s responsibility.


















  
  
    
      
        Exploring the intersections of Domestic Violence
      

    

    
      
        	child abuse 
	sexual and intimate violence  
	system responses and improving collaboration 


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Bridging the gaps in Elder Abuse
      

    

    
      
        	Working effectively with ageing and aged care services to help keep elders safe


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Abuse within under-represented communities
      

    

    
      
        	Disability
	LGBTIQA+
	CALD communities
	First Nations
	Rural and Remote communities
	Roadmap identifying the gaps and service short-falls
	Ensuring these communities have equitable access and visibility in policy planning and front line service delivery


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Law, Justice & Systemic Reforms:
      

    

    
      
        	Federal/State initiatives- federal sexual violence judicial reform, consent harmonisation
	Family Law Reform and legal support – particularly early intervention
	Systemic Abuse & Lateral Violence (including impacts of colonial violence)
	Coercive Control - new legislation implementation and impact


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Sectoral Developments:
      

    

    
      
        	Partnerships in the field: case studies that show how collaborations have improved outcomes as opposed to working in silos 
	Workforce; recruiting, training, risk assessment and upskilling 
	Access to Funding; and the potential impacts of lateral violence within sector 
	Embedding culturally appropriate practices throughout mainstream services 
	Wellbeing for people providing services; vicarious trauma 


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Domestic Violence and our Community:
      

    

    
      
        	Adolescent violence and contextualising where they belong
	lateral violence in communities where there is domestic and sexual violence
	Culturally responsive practice and including Indigenous perspectives, voices, lived experiences and expertise
	Prevention, Early Intervention and education especially with young people; formal/ informal supports
	Coercive control – education and impact on communities
	Domestic & Family violence in the workplace - response, paid dv leave; impact and implementation lessons learned


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Men and masculinities
      

    

    
      
        	Early Intervention Opportunities to Stop DV
	Working with men who use violence / recovering from using violence
	Perpetrators and the workplace
	Respect@work legislation implementation; efficacy and impact
	Men’s behaviour change programs
	Family violence (men can also be victims)


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Game Changers: What’s new and emerging in the sector?
      

    

    
      
        	Technology for good. How is it being adopted in Prevention: Intervention: Response: Recovery for better outcomes?
	Innovation with AI and technology
	Crisis response and reducing touch points for survivors
	Privacy and the intersections with online safety in a holistic data eco system
	How will this benefit our under-represented communities?


      

    

  

  
  
    
      
        Digital Platforms role in DV
      

    

    
      
        	Perpetrator behaviour through use of technology; mapping patterns
	Responding to, and managing of, perpetrator violence online
	Privacy and human rights
	Dating & Social Media Apps Safety and Privacy; impacts on cohorts
	Pop Culture and the influence of this on young people through informal peer supports; the normalizing of abusive behaviour; influencer culture and impacts on formal process and education


      

    

  

  








































  
    
    Keynote Speakers
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                    Australian of the Year, Activist & Advocate for survivors of sexual assault

                     

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            
                                                        
                            Grace Tame
                          

                          Australian of the Year, Activist & Advocate for survivors of sexual assault
                          
                          After being groomed and raped by her maths teacher when she was just 15 years old, Grace Tame has turned her traumatic experience into advocacy for survivors of child sexual abuse and has been a leader of positive change for over a decade.

Recognising the injustice of Tasmania’s gag order that prevented survivors from self-identifying publicly, Grace offered her story to the #LetHerSpeak campaign created by Nina Funnell, along with the stories of 16 other brave survivors. In 2019, she finally won a court order to speak our under her own name, making her the state’s first female child sexual abuse survivor to do so.

Current work:
Now, 26 and based in Hobart, Grace is dedicated to eradicating child sexual abuse in Australia, and supporting the survivors of child sexual abuse.

Her focus is around enabling survivors to tell their stories without shame, educating the public around the process and lasting effects of grooming and working with policy and decision-makers to ensure we have a federal legal system that supports the survivors, not just the perpetrators.

She is also a passionate yoga teacher, visual artist, and champion long-distance runner, having won the 2020 Ross Marathon in a female course record time of 2:59:31.

An open book about her experience, but even more passionate about preventing this from happening to other children, Grace speaks from the heart and will have her audience simultaneously inspired and in tears.

She is a regular keynote speaker, media guest and advocacy commentator.

Grace is the 2021 Australian of the Year.
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                            Senator Kerrynne Liddle
                          

                          Shadow Minister for Child Protection and the Prevention of Family Violence
                          
                          Senator Kerrynne Liddle was elected to the Commonwealth Parliament in May 2022.

Kerrynne currently sits on the Senate Standing Committees on Community Affairs and the Joint Standing Committee for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs.

Prior to her election, Kerrynne worked in the private and not-for-profit sector in multiple roles as a senior business leader in the tourism, energy, media, tertiary education, arts industries and indigenous affairs.

Kerrynne served on several boards, including Indigenous Business Australia, the Adelaide University Council, Aboriginal Hostels Limited, the Council of the University of South Australia and the SA Housing Trust.

Kerrynne holds a Bachelor of Arts in management at the University of South Australia, and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Adelaide.

She has completed a Vincent Fairfax Foundation Ethics Fellowship and is a graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

In April 2023, Kerrynne was appointed as the Shadow Minister for Child Protection and the Prevention of Family Violence.

She is the first Indigenous Australian elected to represent South Australia in the Senate and the first Indigenous woman to win a parliamentary seat in South Australia at either state or federal level.
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                            Yvette Cehtel
                          

                          Chief Executive Officer	Women’s Legal Service
                          
                          Yvette Cehtel is the CEO of the Women’s Legal Service Tasmania, having been appointed in 2019. Yvette’s background is as a lawyer having graduated in 1995 and having been admitted to practice in 2000. Yvette has worked as a Judges Associate, in private practice, as Legal Adviser to the Tasmanian Attorney General (working on the Family Violence Act 2004 (Tas), as counsel with Crown Law in New Zealand, as a Barrister in New Zealand, as a Manager with Relationships Australia, Tasmania, and with the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre.

Yvette has a Bachelor of Laws (UTAS), Master of Law (Human Rights) Monash and is a graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Yvette is a member of the National Women’s Safety Alliance, Policy & Advocacy Advisory Committee established by the Commonwealth Government.

Also, Yvette is a Board Member of the Women’s Legal Service Australia.

She has been contributing to not for profit community sector and government boards for almost 30 years, including three appointments to the Tasmanians Legal Aid Commission as a Commissioner.

Her passion is for social justice and in particular the rights of Aborigines, women and children. She is committed to systems reform to improve the rights of those who experience structural barriers to achieving equality. This includes access to justice.
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                            Hala Abdelnour
                          

                          CEO	Institute of Non-Violence
                          
                          Trained in psychology and social work, Hala’s career focus has included clinical practice in substance abuse, gambling addiction and family violence response across not-for-profit services, correctional facilities and government agencies.

Since 2003, Hala has provided specialist consultation and training on cultural awareness, equity and inclusion, and family violence to various government agencies, educators, members of Victoria Police and Australian Federal Police, as well as senior leaders across the not-for-profit and private sector.

She has delivered numerous Men’s Behaviour Change programs across Victoria and all gender groups in NSW. Hala was contracted by No to Violence in the workforce development space from 2016 to 2018. This included the redesign and delivery of the Graduate Certificate in Family Violence at Swinburne University.

In 2020, Hala founded the Institute of non-violence, a service that was established to support family violence response across Australia. The Institute offers advanced training programs for family violence practitioners, clinical supervision and therapeutic services. It also works to eradicate systemic racism and misogyny.

Hala has spoken at various local, national, and international conferences, and has featured on several podcasts, ABC and SBS news radio and TV.
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                    One Door Mental Health

                     

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                          
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            
                                                        
                            Jayke Burgess
                          

                          One Door Mental Health
                          
                          Jayke Burgess is a married trans gay man who experienced domestic violence for 10+ years mostly while he still presenting as female. Jayke is also a person with multiple sclerosis. Jayke's abuse included physical, emotional, sexual, financial, animal abuse and killing and psychological abuse. Jayke had to attend the family court to ensure access to his children and this was fraught with discrimination, marginalisation and court facilitated abuse by the perpetrator. Jayke manages mental health and welfare programs across Sydney, and is an artist in his brief moments of spare time. Jayke is passionate about making changes to the how we see domestic violence, for increased knowledge of the experiences of GLBTQ+ people in domestic violence situations.
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                            Micaela Cronin
                          

                          Domestic, Family and Sexual Violence Commissioner
                          
                          Micaela Cronin commenced as Australia’s first Domestic, Family and Sexual Violence Commissioner on 1 November 2022. Micaela began her career as a social worker in family violence and sexual assault services, and has held leadership roles across the social service sector in Australia and internationally, including President of ACOSS. Micaela was the CEO of an international non-government organisation based in Asia, working to build global service delivery and strategic partnerships to tackle human trafficking and human rights abuses. In 2014, Micaela was awarded the Robin Clark Leadership award, Victoria’s most prestigious Children’s Protection award, recognising a leader who inspires others in achieving the best outcomes for children, young people and their families.
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                            Yumi Lee
                          

                          CEO	OWN NSW
                          
                          Yumi has worked on women’s rights, development and violence against women for over 30 years both in Australia and internationally. She began with advocacy for nuclear disarmament and women’s rights in armed conflict, and is now the CEO for Older Women’s Network NSW where she advocates on issues of impacting older women with a focus on housing insecurity and homelessness of older women; and violence against older women including in aged care for which she was recognised with the 2022 NSW Women’s Legal Service’s “Bright Sparks Award” for “Advocacy and Reform”.
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                            Michael Salter
                          

                          Scientia Associate Professor of Criminology, University of New South Wales
                          
                          Dr Michael Salter is the Scientia Associate Professor of Criminology at the University of New South Wales. He is an internationally recognised expert in the study of gender-based violence, child abuse and complex trauma. Dr Salter is the President of the International Society for the Study of Trauma and Dissociation, the premier global organisation for the treatment of complex trauma and dissociative conditions. He is the Chair of the Grace Tame Foundation, which is dedicated to the prevention of child sexual abuse. His research engages with policy and practice across multiple sectors, including mental health, social work, law enforcement and internet regulation.
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                            Nooria Ahmadi
                          

                          Student Leader, Anzac Prize Recipient & Youth Advocate
                          
                          I am Nooria Ahmadi, a student leader, Anzac Prize recipient, and youth advocate. I am extremely enthusiastic about forming social change. As a recipient of a scholarship to attend the FECCA conference in 2021, I am now able to recognise the significance of conferences and have thus opted to join the organising committee for the Stop Domestic Violence conference. I am currently a writer who has completed the first draft of a 40,000-word book. I am also a participant in Lions Youth of the Year, where I won first place in a club final and received a participation certificate in regional competitions. I aspire to pursue a career as a politician in the future, but I am also passionate about studying law at the University of Queensland in 2024.
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                            Jess Hill
                          

                          Jess Hill, Journalist, Author and Speaker
                          
                          Jess Hill is a Walkley award-winning journalist who specialises in reporting on coercive control and gendered violence. Prior to this, she was a Middle East correspondent, and worked as both a producer and reporter for various current affairs programs across the ABC. In 2019, she published her first book, See What You Made Me Do, about the phenomenon of coercive control and family violence in Australia. It was awarded the 2020 Stella Prize, and has been shortlisted for several others, including the Walkley Book Award and the Prime Minister’s Literary Award. In 2021 Jess presented a three-part series adaption of her book for SBS, which became one of the broadcaster's most watched factual programs to date. Since then, Jess has produced an audio documentary series on coercive control called ‘The Trap’, a Quarterly Essay on #MeToo in Australia, ‘The Reckoning’, and another three-part series for SBS, ‘Asking For It’. Since 2019, Jess has spoken at hundreds of public events about coercive control, and regularly conducts training and education for groups as diverse as magistrates, community groups, frontline workers, workplaces and local councils.
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                            Hannah Taylor-Civitarese
                          

                          PhD Candidate
                          
                          Hannah Taylor-Civitarese, a proud Kamilaroi woman, holds a deep hope for First Nations women to be at the centre of coercive control conversations, legislative changes, and reform. Currently pursuing her PhD through the University of Queensland, with experience in international social work, her research centers on the Intersectional factors of Coercive Control for First Nation women in Australia.

Over the years, Hannah has been privileged to work with First Nation communities in the implementation of health and wellness programs at both state and national levels.

Her passion for intersectionality has included the award winning 1800RESPECT disability pathways project. 1800RESPECT is the first and only national Telehealth service to be accredited the Communication Access Symbol twice. She is also currently enjoying her role as National Cultural Coordinator for 1800RESPECT. All while juggling being a mother to a vibrant 2 year old and three step children.

Hannah's journey began in child protection, where she learned the systemic challenges within Indigenous communities. Motivated to drive change, her commitment to advocacy led her to work with human trafficking task forces in England and the United States, specialising in the rescue and rehabilitation of human trafficking victims. She has also been privileged to have a role in crafting strategies for rehabilitating children involved in sexual offenses.

Hannah is determined for people to know they always have a hope, they are always valued and they have every right to live free from coercive control.
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                            Hayley Foster
                          

                          Director, Family Violence, Director, Access, Equity and Inclusion, Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia
                          
                          Hayley Foster BBus (Ec) LLB (Hons) GDLP GDFDRP GAICD is a recognised leader in the field of family, domestic, and sexual violence, with over 20 years of experience in creating impactful change in business, community, and government settings. Throughout this time, Hayley has worked in frontline services, behaviour change, family law, disputes resolution, training, policy, law reform, financial services, and executive leadership.

Over the last decade, Hayley has played a pivotal role in shaping significant state and federal reforms, such as criminalising coercive control, affirmative sexual consent laws, a national curriculum on respectful relationships, domestic violence leave, Respect@Work, and enhancing safety in family law.

Most recently, Hayley has been appointed to the Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia as Director of Family Violence and Director of Access, Equity and Inclusion advising the Chief Justice and Chief Executive Officer on improving the Courts' response to family violence and increasing accessibility for diverse populations.
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                            Michelle Rogers
                          

                          Manager Policy & Partnership, ACHIA
                          
                          Wiradjuri and Gomeroi woman, Dabee descent, visiting on Bundjalung Country over half of my life, with a long-standing professional background in Housing Services, Child Protection, Out of Home Care, Cultural planning for children and Specialist in Practice & Permanency. Using culturally embedded practice will support children to live at home safely with family. I enjoy purposeful relationships across sectors, to enable sound advocacy and sector priority shift. My experience is both lived and academic, enabling a unique and balanced lens on issues affecting our Aboriginal communities. As an advocate for systemic change, I strive to ensure that self-determination and empowerment are more than words, I challenge Government processes to shift to understand cultural ways of knowing, being and doing. Working with ACHIA NSW, in the not for profit, Aboriginal Community Controlled sector as Partnerships and Policy Manager, focused on adequate, affordable, secure and sustainable housing for Aboriginal families.
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                            Nathan Barker
                          

                          Head of Community Investment, Commonwealth Bank
                          
                          Nathan is responsible for the Commonwealth Bank’s organisation wide community partnerships, strategy and execution.

This includes the community partnerships as part of CommBank Next Chapter, the Bank’s commitment to addressing financial abuse and supporting long term recovery for victim-survivors. Nathan also leads the work of the CommBank Staff Foundation.

In addition, he is on the board of Dads Group and is a member of the Sydney Childrens Hospital Consumer Advisory Committee. Nathan is a father of three and a committed advocate for raising awareness and funds for stillbirth support.

                          
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

            
          

          
        

      

    

  

  
























Now in its 9th year, the STOP Domestic Violence Conference sees an incredible selection of sector leaders, professionals, practitioners, victim-survivors and lived experience gather for 3 days of intentional sharing and learning.


























  
    
    Who will attend the STOP Domestic Violence Conference with me?

    
    
    
  

  



























    






  




















Here’s a snapshot of who attendees:

	Management, Service Manager, Team Leader, Case Manager, Support Worker: hospital workers, family court, centrelink, lawyers, rehabilation services including correction and community-based projects, state government departments: DOCS, Housing, Social Services.
	Mental Health Leadership, Strategy and Management: CEOs, Directors, Managers and Leaders.
	CEO, Management: State peak bodies and charities.  
	Mental Health Medical Professionals: Psychologists, Psychiatrists, Mental Health Nurses, GPs, Clinical workers, Peer workers, support workers, Counsellors, Occupational therapists, Clinical workers, Social workers.
	Management, Service Manager, Team Leader, Case Manager, Support Worker: Community Health Services which offer DFV services (Shelters, Refuges, Emergency Housing, AOD services.)
	Management, Service Manager, Team Leader, Case Manager, Support Worker: Charities
	Protective services: Police.



























  
    
    Why should I attend the STOP Domestic Violence Conference this year?

    
    
    
  

  


























	Share best practices and learn real-world solutions with applicable takeaways. 
The conference encourages multi-sectoral collaboration and create a platform for knowledge sharing, case studies and learning opportunities to advance the end of domestic abuse, family and sexual violence and coercive control in our community.
	Be a part of the solution to end violence against women and children
The goal to end violence against women and children in a generation needs us all to collaborate, share and grow. Lend your voice, research or real-world insights as either a presenter, or during the interactive Pan-Shops to achieving this goal.
	Assess the current challenges - review the sector opportunities set to make big changes.
With your peers, you’ll discuss what is happening right now and learn about the innovations which have the potential to change the face of the sector.
	Gain the insights you need to step up in your role.
Walk away with an impressive list of ideas and plans which you can reuse, redesign and reimagine for your own work, clients and community.
	Take time out from your everyday to plan a safer future for our community.  
Take a break from your every day to focus on the bigger industry issues and have a hand in planning the future of the sector and a safer community for everyone.



















    






  





























  
    
    
    
    Is this event for me?

    
  

  















Yes! The STOP Domestic Violence Conference is for you if you’re looking for:


















    






  





















		Application based presentations to leave you with practical tools to create immediate and positive changes for yourself, your clients, your community.
		Networking with like-minded sector professionals to discover best practice solutions.
		Inspiration from current research, top professionals and leaders within the family, domestic and sexual violence sector.
		A platform to share your research, services, and case studies with your peers.
		A space to collaborate with and support likeminded professionals and services to deliver better outcomes in our community.
		A break away from your every-day to think bigger, more creatively and strategically.
		Attend one event where you can see over fifty expert presenters in one location all focused on eliminating intimate partner violence, and family, domestic and sexual violence.























Join us and walk away from the event connected, inspired and excited by your sector, it’s professionals and its future.


























  
    
    What do past delegates say about the STOP Domestic Violence Conference?

    
    
    
  

  

































































    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    
        
            
        
        
    







    

        
        
            
                
            
            
                
            
        

        

        
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                

        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                    
                    
                        
                    
                
            
            

        

    

    





























    






  





















    






  




























    






  





















    






  




























    






  





















    






  









































  
    
      
        
          Registration Options
 
        

      

    

  

  
    

    
      
      
        
          
            
            
              
                Virtual

              

            

            
            

            
              
                3 DAY PROGRAM

                $499 + GST

                

              

            

            
              
                	Live streaming of all keynote presenters
	Live streaming of all sessions in the plenary room over three day conference period
	Virtual presentations
	Complete online access to audio and visual presentations for 30 days*
	Over 10 hours towards CPD points
	Your personalised certificate of attendance

*Access to presentation recordings (Resource Centre) will be available 5 business days after the conference and will expire 30 days. Options to extend access will also be available.


              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          REGISTER NOW
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Please fill in your details below to begin your registration.

                          
                            














                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
            
              
                In-Person

              

            

            
            

            
              
                3 DAY PROGRAM

                $1,399 + GST

                

              

            

            
              
                	All keynote presentations
	All concurrent presentations
	Discounted accommodation rates
	Access to conference app
	5 star conference catering package
	Access to exclusive networking functions
	Complete online access to audio and visual presentations for 30 days post-event
	Printed conference materials
	Over 10 hours towards CPD points
	Your personalised certificate of attendance
	Exposure for your organisation
	Plus, chances to win great prizes!


              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          REGISTER NOW
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Please fill in your details below to begin your registration.

                          
                            














                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
      
        
          
            
            
              
                In-Person Group (3 pax)

              

            

            
            

            
              
                3 DAY PROGRAM

                $3,297 + GST

                

              

            

            
              
                	All keynote presentations
	All concurrent presentations
	Discounted accommodation rates
	Access to conference app
	5 star conference catering package
	Access to exclusive networking functions
	Complete online access to audio and visual presentations for 30 days post-event
	Printed conference materials
	Over 10 hours towards CPD points
	Your personalised certificate of attendance
	Exposure for your organisation
	Plus, chances to win great prizes!


              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          REGISTER NOW
                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Please fill in your details below to begin your registration.

                          
                            














                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      
      
      

    

  
































  
    
    Presenting at the STOP Domestic Violence Conference

    
    
    
  

  















SDV23 will explore the theme: The generation that ends Domestic Violence: It's everyone’s responsibility.

As a presenter you will share your latest research, findings, ideas and insights with the family, domestic and sexual violence sector. This is your chance to lend your voice to the current challenges faced by the sector and provide real-world case studies, solutions and new approaches to creating safer communities and homes.

This opportunity comes up once a year so please take this as your moment to apply to present now.
















  
  
  
  
  
    APPLY TO PRESENT
  
  
  






























In the last 12 months, over 3,000 mental health professionals chose and trusted ANZMH conferences as the source for their ongoing education, updates and pathway to build connections across the mental health sector.


























  
    
    Venue 

    
    
    
  

  















The 2023 STOP Domestic Violence Conference will be at the:
Hotel Grand Chancellor Hobart

Networking Function
Date: Tuesday 28th November 2023 
Time: 5pm - 6:30pm
Cost: Included in your delegate registration. $80 for guests.
Catering: Drinks and canapes will be provided.



















  

































  
    
    Accommodation 

    
    
    
  

  
















Room Rates (GST inclusive)














Hotel Grand Chancellor Hobart - SOLD OUT

	City View Room	$270 per night
	Harbour View Room	$305 per night


Mövenpick Hotel Hobart (8 minute walk from conference venue)

	Classic King Room (interior room no view)	$248 per night
	Superior King Room (partial city view)	$318 per night
	Breakfast (when booked with room)	$25 per night



















    






  





















    






  




































  
    
    Scholarships 

    
    
    
  

  















The ANZMHA is awarding 3 in-person and 10 virtual delegate scholarships to attend the 2023 STOP Domestic Violence Conference in October. Applications for scholarships must be submitted by close of business Monday 23rd October 2023. Please click here to find out the eligibility criteria and apply.

 

Scholarship applications are now closed.










































    






  






















  
    
    Partnering with STOP Domestic Violence Conference

    
    
    
  

  















Partner with the STOP Domestic Violence Conference and expand your organisation’s connection to our conference delegates including policy makers, mental health professionals and family, domestic and sexual violence sector leaders.  

Showcase (and show off) the programs, services and initiatives which can help make all sector professionals lives safer, easier and more supported. Our team can assist in creating custom partnership packages designed for your specific goals, so reach out today.
















  
  
  
  
  
    LEARN MORE NOW
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Host City Partner
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    Proudly Supported By

    
    
    
  

  




















    






  
















Preferred Listing Partner


















    






  
















Media Partner
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    Contact Us

    
    
    
  

  




















	



	











































  






      
      
  
    
      
        
          
            
              Links

              
                
 	Program
	Partner
	Keynote Speakers
	Registration Options
	Venue & Accommodation
	Committee
	Privacy Policy




              

            

          

          
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Information

              
                
 	Handbook
	Networking & Tours
	Delegate Terms & Conditions
	Presenter Terms & Conditions
	2020 Resource Centre
	2021 Resource Centre
	2022 Resource Centre




              

            

          

        

        
          
            
              Contact

              
                PO Box 329, Ashmore City, 4214
+61 7 5502 2068
Contact Us


              

            

            
              
                
                  

                  

                  

                  	
                      
                        
                        Facebook
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            ©

The Australian & New Zealand Mental Health Association. All rights reserved.


            
              As an association that is a leader in mental health, we stand beside our First Nations people in both Australia and New Zealand to empower their people and communities to improve their wellbeing. We support our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in Australia and Maori people in New Zealand/Aotearoa and acknowledge the beauty, strength and uniqueness in their people and cultures. We celebrate their diversity and acknowledge that we work, walk and talk on your lands and we thank and pay yindyamarra/whakaute/respect to your ancestors, Elders and people. Our association will work to continue to amplify voices and empower communities to improve the mental health within First Nations people in both countries.

            

          

        

      

    

  





      
    

    

























    



    


    


    


    


















  
